
Fitting a GM 4L80E Auto & Nissan Patrol transfer case to a Perkins Phaser 110MT in an Oka 

Parts required

1/ Heavy Duty 4WD version (has a short output shaft) GM 4L80E, dipstick and diecast torque 
converter cover. I bought a flexible dipstick and tube as it was longer than the rigid one (still 
not really long enough though). Make sure the pan has a drain plug. I think the standard 
steel pan is better than an alloy pan as the alloy will crack and break if subject to impact.

2/ Compushift transmission controller to suit 4L80E including Acculink TPS.

3/ Nissan Patrol GQ-GU Patrol transfer case inc shift lever, tailshafts, gearbox to transfer bolts, 
handbrake cable and wiring harness. I also fitted the Marks Adapters/Gearmaster 2.86:1 - 
43% reduction gears to the transfer case to increase low range gearing before installation.

4/ Marks 4WD adapter to bolt the Nissan transfer case to the back of the auto, they also supply 
a ring to rotate the transfercase down to the right 18 degrees which I didn’t fit. Although the 
front tailshaft is close to the side of the auto the ring would solve this but at the cost of 
increasing front driveline angles. The ring is used if you fit a Chev V8 and auto to an Oka as 
the transfer case will be much further forward and higher.

5/ Perkins SAE 3 industrial flywheel housing and a bottom cover plate for it (fabricated) 
(housing is used on some Massey Ferguson tractors as well as gensets and pumps)

6/ Perkins stepped industrial flywheel (used on gensets and pumps) 

SAE 3 flywheel housing and stepped industrial flywheel. You can see part of the 
new mounts I fabricated on each side. The two shiny pins are dowels to ease the 
fitting, it weighs 52kgs!



7/ Phoenix Castings (http://www.phxgrp.com/gmpowertrain.htm) adapter ring 
(18-00303 housing adapter, SAE 3 engine to GM) and drive coupling (18-
00330 flywheel adapters, SAE 11.5 engine to GM)

8/ GM 350 flexplate .

9/ Either a new 46 mm dia/12 tooth pinion for starter motor or new starter motor to suit. There 
are no 46 tooth pinions available for the original CAV starter so I bought a new   
Starter - Delco 28MT Series 
12 Volt, CW, 12-Tooth Pinion, Dry clutch, 3-terminal solenoid, 46.5mm pinion OD
Will replace these part numbers:
Delco 10461448, 10461449, 10465047, 10465048, 1113279, 1113280, 1998378, 
323-440, 323-441
And these older style Delco starters:
1107527, 1107587, 323-680, 1998338, 1998378, 1998394, 1109272, 1107567, 
1107581,1998334 
Also replaces 22-27MT series 1109272, 1998334, 1998338, 1998378

From seller http://stores.ebay.com.au/DB-Electrical-Starters-Alternators?
_trksid=p4340.l2563  
Was less than a third the price of one locally. Took five days to arrive from the US.
This starter will require a spacer to be made up to achieve the correct 
spacing/clearance between the ring gear and pinion when at rest. Mine was approx 
14mm which in turn required longer studs to retain the starter to the flywheel 
housing.

10/ Some sort of T bar shifter, I fitted a B & M Sportshifter and you will need a 
longer (12ft) cable to suit (std accessory from B & M p/n #80836 B1B5) as the 
auto is much further back from the driving position than in most vehicles.

11/ Automatic transmission cooler, piping and hoses to suit. The fittings to clip into the 
in and out ports of the auto are a GM part, I used a H1 Hummer fitting . (part 
number 12460492 from www.hpg.com) . As the Oka doesn’t have an integral auto 
trans cooler in the radiator/cooling system you need a big unit to keep the auto 
cool. I tried one single cooler with fan which was about 450mm wide, 250mm high 
and approx 25mm thick and it wasn’t big enough so fitted a second one in series 
which then provided sufficient cooling.

12/ I would also suggest getting an electronic speedo as it will be easier to program it to 
read correctly. VDO part number 437055011G  fits straight in and matches the Oka 
instruments.

NOTE: If fitting a GM auto to an XT then the only adapters required are from the Perkins to 
the auto as the NP205 transfer case will mount directly to the rear of the 4L80E as 
long as you have the correct input spline.

Steps to be taken
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1/ Remove the existing drivetrain from the rear of the engine back, adapter plate, 
gearbox and clutch, tailshafts, transfer case and all chassis mountings. You will also 
have to remove the hydraulic reservoir and fuel sedimenter and remount them on 
the new housing mounts and flywheel housing.

2/ Remove the clutch pedal, master cylinder and associated parts under the dash. I 
left the actual clutch metal pipe between the cab and the LHS of the engine as it 
was more trouble than it was worth to remove it.

3/ Fit the new bellhousing to the engine and fabricate mounts to pick up original 
chassis mounting holes, I found it was easier to fabricate from scratch rather than 
modify the existing ones. When fabricating the mounts try to drop the rear of the 
engine as much as you can while still allowing sufficient clearance between the fan 
blades and fan shroud, this is to enable the rear driveshaft angles to be closer to 
ideal. 5mm seems to be sufficient clearance.

4/ Once the bellhousing is fitted up bolt the new flywheel into place. It is 52kg’s, 
approx 20kg’s heavier than the original flywheel and clutch assembly.

5/ Bolt the Phoenix adapter ring to the bellhousing using Allen headed setscrews with 
the cutout at the bottom.

6/ Following the Phoenix instructions bolt the flexplate to the drive adapter and then 
the flexplate to the torque converter, then fit the transmission. Once the 
transmission is bolted in then you can bolt the drive coupling to the flywheel by 
reaching through the cutout and rotating the engine to access the bolts one at a 
time.

7/ Once the transmission is in then fit the transfer case adapter and then the transfer 
case. At this stage you will notice that on an LT the transfer rear output flange is 
approx 45mm closer to the rear diff than before. I fabricated a heavy U shaped 
bracket to bolt to the adapter mounting holes for the original Nissan transmission 
mounts and then fabricated additions to the original Oka north/south crossmember 
to attach it to so the crossmember supports the transfer case and rear of the auto 
transmission. The rubber mounts on the crossmember should provide enough 
movement to allow the U shaped bracket to bolt directly to the adapter.

The pic below shows the transmission bolted up to the adapter ring which is bolted 
to the flywheel housing. If you look carefully into the cutout you can see the black 
flywheel, alloy drive adapter bolted inside it, the GM350 flexplate than bolted to the 
torque converter 



Crossmember additions



U shaped mount bolted directly to adapter

8/ At this point you can measure the distances flange to flange for both tailshafts and 
get them made up using the Nissan sliding joints rather than the Oka ones as they 
have nice rubber boots and are actually larger than the Oka ones. According to the 
tailshaft place the Nissan ones never wear out.

9/ I fitted 16mm thick (at the the thick end) x 130 long x 75mm wide wedges between 
the rear diff housing spring perches and the springs to rotate the nose of the diff 
centre upwards to give a better driveline angle. I’ve been told that quite a few Oka’s 
have already had this done to stop chopping rear uni’s out prematurely as in 
standard form the diff nose actually points downward.

10/ Install the Compushift and wiring harnesses, I mounted it on the vertical wall behind 
the passengers seat and picked up power from the rear electrical box behind

Compushift mounted behind passengers seat

11/ Fabricate mounting and linkages for the TPS. I mounted it on the accelerator cable 
bracket and made the linkage push rather than pull. 



Acculink TPS fitted to throttle linkage

12/ Fit the shifter and wiring (reverse and start inhibitor wiring). I fabricated an 
aluminium box for the shifter to sit in so that the top was flush with the centre 
console. The reverse light wiring I just brought forward from the original gearbox 
connections and the start inhibitor wiring was run from the main harness in the dash 
near the steering column. I just cut into the wire to the starter solenoid and ran it 
back to the switch in the shifter assembly.

Aluminium box sunk into console floor for shifter mechanism

13/ Fit the transmission cooler and plumbing, I fitted two which are approx 500x 
200x25mm  between the front springs on the bashplate with a thermo fan on top of 



each to suck air through it when travelling slowly. I tried one and it was insufficient 
to cool the auto on a 30 degree day. With the twin setup the auto seems to stay 
around the 75-85 C point.

14/ I used the original LT transfer case cable shifters to operate the Nissan transfer 
case. You can either remove the lockout between the H4 and L4 positions on the 
side of the transfer case and then just use the lever to go straight through from 
2WD, H4 and then L4 or if you want to use the lockout you will need to modify the 
existing cable shifter box to a twin stick setup and make the second stick push the 
stick on the transfer downwards to get past the lockout when L4 is required.  
The Compushift also needs to know when the transfer case is in low range so it can 
adjust the speedo pulses to read correctly. As the Nissan transfer case has no low 
range indicator only  4WD and neutral indicator switches you will need to fit an 
external switch to the selector handle to provide this.
The Compushift also requires a TOSS signal (transmission output speed sensor) 
and as the Nissan speed sensor puts out a signal that it doesn’t understand I used 
the TOSS on the transmission.

Transfer case linkage

15/ The Nissan handbrake is a huge improvement on the Oka’s original one. I used the 
original LT handbrake setup in the cab and in fact all the way back to the transfer 
case including the actuating arm and pivot on the north/south crossmember. Then it 
was just a matter of fabricating a bracket to hold the end of the Nissan handbrake 
cable and a joiner to connect the Nissan cable to the small arm on the Oka 
actuating arm.
I also fabricated a bracket to hold the transfer case end of the Oka return spring so 
the actuating arm returns correctly.



Handbrake connection

16/ Don’t forget to adjust the rear brake proportioning valve if you have 
rotated/shimmed the housing on the springs.  I just bent it forward so that it was in 
the same relative position as before.

17/ Reconnect the batteries and program the Compushift as required.

18/ Take it for a drive!

My main reason was that for the last 10 years we have had an automatic 4WD after 25 
years of manual gearboxes and have found it to be much easier to drive in most terrain 
and on the odd occasion in traffic. Off road they work very well allowing power to be  
applied progressively without losing traction and in sand especially they have no equal.
I also suspected that it would let the Perkins get on boost earlier and remain there, which 
has proven to be the case making it much easier to drive especially in hilly country and 
soft sand. The chance to get rid of the Rockwell transfer case and the Spicer gearbox was 
an added bonus. No more oil leaks, heat and noise from the Rockwell and a handbrake 
that actually works!
I have been running the GM 4L80E trans and Compushift  controller in the Humvee for the 
last seven years with absolutely zero problems despite a couple of hundred thousand 
kilometres of rough outback travel and cross country work in the Northern Simpson it has 
proven to be a great combination. Hence the decision to fit the same combo to the Oka.

Peter James  13/3/12      



Attachments

Shifter installed, Compushift head unit in front shifter, transfer lever is just H2, H4 
and L4 from rear to front 

New starter




